
SANDY SHAPES SURFSKATES: CUSTOMIZATION REQUEST

This form has been developed to simplify your customization request and help us better
understand your idea. If you want to customize your surfskate, fill it in every part and send it

at the email info@sandyshapes.it

Surfskate model:                                       Finish:

How would you like to customize your surfskate?

LOGO

TEXT

In this case just send us your logo by email in vector format.
Remember that the customization won’t be in color, so the logo should be possibly in black/white 
or in a single color, otherwise we will have to simplify it.

Check this box if you want to customize the board with a word, a phrase or initials.
Indicate here exactly what you would like to write, and remember to insert also any uppercase, 
lowercase and punctuation.

YES

NO

Write us the name of the font you would like to use, but remember to choose a free one.
If you don't know where to find it, you can try on the website www.fonts.google.com  

In this case we will choose a font from our archive.
If you want you can express a preference, for example italics, bold, serif, sans serif ...

Top: in this case your customization will be
positioned in the center on the top of the board

Bottom: in this case your customization will be
positioned in the center on the bottom of the board

Please refer to the board you see here, and we’ll adapt your request to the different models.

Sandy Shapes Snowboards
Made in Friuli Venezia Giulia, Italy | +39 348 9021145 | hello@sandyshapes.it | www.sandyshapes.it

If you selected TEXT, do you want to choose the character to write it with?

In which position would you like your customization?

Other requests:

A

B
A

B
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